Squeeeeek No More
Floor Squeak Elimination Kit

Stops floor squeaks quickly and easily from above the carpet

ELIMINATE PESKY FLOOR SQUEAKS
The tools and screws in the Squeeeeek No More kit allow you to
safely fix squeaks through carpeted floors without having to pull it
back and re-stretch it to its original position. The kit also includes
a fixture that allows you to work on hardwood and linoleum floors
resulting in a securely fastened board with a #8 screw that looks
like a counter-sunk trim nail. The kit also includes a tool to quickly
find the joist in carpeted floors.

Contents:

1-Alignment & Depth Control Fixture
1- Hardwood Floor Fixture
1-Special Driver Bits
2-Joist Finders
50-Specially Scored Screws

The key to the system is the specially scored
screw. It starts at the tip with 8 threads per
inch. One inch up it switches to 9 threads per
inch. This pitch change draws the board
down as the screw descends into the flooring. The tooling stops the screw at the point
where the score on the screw is safely below
the wood. The head of the screw is then
snapped off, leaving nothing to see of feel in
carpet and a small hole to fill with wood
putty in hardwood floors.
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Scan the QR code with your smartphone to view a video
about the product or go to www.floorscrews.com

Using the driver bit
provided, drive the
screw down as far as
the fixture will allow.

Slip the Screw
Gripper over the
screw head and rock
the fixture left to
right, snapping the
head off. The screw
breaks at the score
that is set slightly
below the wood of
the floor.
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STEP 1
In the area of the
squeak find the joist
from above the floor
using the Joist Finding
Tool in the kit. Then
push the Alignment
and Depth Control
Fixture firmly into the
carpet.

There is no damage to
the carpet and
nothing to feel with
your bare foot.

